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Traditional air/vacuum valves require pipeline designers 

to maintain  minimum line pressures at connection loca-

tions. This can conflict with design objectives targeting 

efficient, low energy pumping systems.  

 

So we designed the Z-Series valve, that has…. 

No Minimum Sealing Pressure 

SZG 
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Wastewater 
The SZG is the “Z” variant of the Vent-Tech SWG wastewater combination air/vacuum relief valve [CARV].  Z-valves are 
outwardly distinguishable by their distinctive full diameter screen tops and typically larger valve bodies.  Internally, they are 
worlds apart! 

Z-valve advantages: 

 These valves not only lift the internal float assembly to the closed position 
with internal buoyancy, but provide a total gas seal, whilst ensuring a 
generous volume of air is trapped above the liquids. 

 The SZG is designed to achieve this gas seal, assuming the liquids have a  
substantially lower specific gravity than water = 50% cooking oil/water. 

 The design liquid level assumes a ~3”  splash zone* for froth, emulsion and 
floating debris that need to be kept away from the sealing surfaces, even 
when the pipeline pressures jump from zero to 150 psi.  

 The gas compression zone of SZGs is also augmented by the use of the 
Vent-Tech patented ‘Air-Spacer’, which forces the gas pocket to stay well 
below the sealing surfaces, and reduces the valve height. 

 Traditionally, CARVs depend on a rapid transition between liquids entering the valve and the attainment of their 
minimum sealing pressure, so that the O-ring seals attain sufficient loading to seal against slow air leaks, which can 
eventually lead to debris rising to the top and leakage of liquids.  The Z-valve gas seal is created and maintained, 
even if it takes days for the pipeline pressures to rise to the level required by other valves to seal. 

 Once a CARV forms a gas seal, it also needs to ensure it has captured a sufficiently large gas pocket. When the valve 
surges to its max pressure rating, this gas pocket shrinks in volume by a factor of ten if it’s a 10 Bar valve, and 
proportionally more if its rating is say 18 Bar.  Thus allowing the liquids and floating debris to rise closer to the 
sealing surfaces, and many CARV designs fail to fully accommodate these physics;  the SZG does! 

Potable Water 
The WZR is the “Z” variant of the Vent-Tech WTR potable-water  combination air/vacuum relief valve [ CARV].  These are also 
outwardly distinguishable by their distinctive full diameter screen tops and  larger valve bodies.  These valves are primarily 
intended for  industrial applications where leakage under low system pressures is not desirable, but also have application in 
City water distribution, especially in low pressure pipes conveyance between canals. 

Designed to perform in the most demanding environments 

Making it Possible  

Air-Spacer 
This was a significant leap forward in the development of compact valve designs and the Z-valve.  It was an 
off-shoot from our research efforts into improving vacuum flow performance.  (see image above) 

O-Ring 

Research 

Insights from several O-ring R&D projects showed how the relationships between having an O-ring simply 
contact a surface and when it actually forms a true gas tight seal.  Correct selection of polymer chemistry, 
hardness, containment, surface conditions and force all needed to be optimized. 

Mfg. 

Techniques 

It took two years of trials, but the techniques used to manufacture our floats and sealing flanges are far 
superior today.  As a consequence of these insights, we’ve applied these same techniques to manufacture  all 
our standard floats. . . .yielding significantly improved floats and valve performance. 

Compression  

Zone 

Process modelling was used to study fluid and gas movement when CARVs were operated at the extremes of 
their stated performance envelopes, and switched between these extremes over various periods.  From this 
work it became clear that CARVs needed to be designed to seal in a much larger air volume, such that 
pressure surges that occur during initial pipeline filling did not allow the final compression zone to rise above 
the sealing surfaces.  This would normally require undesirable increases to the height and width of the valve, 
but the use of the Air-Spacer alleviated this effect significantly. 

Additional improvements have also been made in the re-design of the float geometry and fixtures to 
minimize the void spaces surrounding the float stack and internal hardware, which results in forcing the 
liquid level lower. 

Fat & Debris 

Allowance 

  

The liquid level in a wastewater CARV is dynamic and does not exist at a well defined level.  The surface 
consists of a mixture of foam, floating debris, fats and oils with the action of bubbles constantly bursting to 
the surface. 

Thus the predictive process models used to define the Z-valve internals needed to make allowances for this 
dynamic environment and the effective buoyancy of the float stack has been improved significantly.  

Figure 1: Vent-Tech’s patented Air Spacer 

* model dependent 
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Especially, when you want to avoid compounding 
minimum system pressures  with ‘just get it over 
the hill’ energy consumption.  Furthermore, the 
SZG’s high flow performance means you do not 
need to compromise the vacuum protection of 
gravity lines or risk the high environmental and 
aesthetic costs associated with leaks.   

 

Providing   

Zero Pressure Sealing   

with 

Engineered Performance 

Vent-Tech’s SZG  air/vacuum relief valves are 
ideal choices for low energy pumping station 

designs.   

Figure 2: Iso velocity graph of vacuum flow entering SZG valve. 

Performance 

Vacuum 
Flow 
Rating    

The vacuum flow performance of the SZG valves is considerably more ( ~30%) than the base design flat-
float valves.  

As a general rule, the flow rating of the SZG models are normally within ~10% of the similarly sized SWG 
valve, however there are some exceptions, such as the 03-SZG.   

Flow testing of the 03-SZG rates it at an amazing 55% greater than the based design and 30% greater 
than the 100mm diameter base design using identical testing procedures.  Its geometry also allows it to 
resist Mach choking effects to velocities in excess of 0.5 Bar where it flows ~ 1,680 SCFM   (significantly 
better that many traditional 4” CARVs ).   

 Model  02-SZG 03-SZG 04-SZG 54-SZG 56-SZG  

 [ Flange Connection Dia.]  2” 3” 4” 4” 6”  

 Vacuum Flow  (scfm)   
534  1,562  1,920  2,530  4,600   

   @ -5.08psi (0.35 Bar)    

Flow rating for common SZG valve sizes shown in the table above.   Sizes are available up to 12”. 

Physical 
Flow 
Testing   

The flow rating of Vent-Tech CARVs are determined by either physical vacuum flow testing or by 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) which is the same technique used by Boeing to determine flow 
dynamics of their aircraft.   

Many Vent-Tech valves have now been physically tested by independent 3rd party engineers and others, 
and the results between the two techniques (physical testing and CFD) agree to within ~ 5%. 

When available the flow data for the physical testing is our published flow rating.  As an optional service, 
customers may  arrange to witness the physical testing of their valves. 
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Development of the Vent-Tech CARV 

 The Vent-Tech design was initiated in 2009 for the express purpose of improving the quality and incorpo-

rating technological advances into the flat float, cylindrical body combination air release valve.  The Vent-

Tech design offers significant advancements in  multi-orifice anti-surge air relief technology (Pat. App.), 

combined with more efficient air flow and increased compression zone volume to better keep liquids away 

from the sealing surfaces. 

 Additionally, our ‘Air Spacer System’ (Patented) provides for more compact valve designs, minimizes tur-

bulent energy losses and when combined with our superior float technology, has created our special ‘Zero

-Pressure Sealing’ valves for the many occasions when low pressure operation is just unavoidable. 

 Decades of input from the field (Thank you !) combined with input from an internationally awarded fluid-

dynamists, years of R&D efforts and use of flow simulation technology has redefined the CARV.  Giving 

you "Made in America" products that outperform our competition.  With features specifically targeted to 

provide the benefits of reduced energy loss, less frequent valve replacement, lower maintenance costs, 

and longer operating life. (design life target using 316SS = 50 Yr.)  

 Up to 40% greater venting capacity, in many cases, allowing for valves to be downsized - further reducing 

your installed costs. 

 Valve Comparison Vent-Tech An Other 

General    

 Made in America    

                                      or   Imported   

 10-year warranty   

 Pump Start-up   

 High flow activates anti-surge float   

 Fluid arrival closes valve   

 Trapped Gases activate nozzle float   

 Air evacuation closes valve   

 Best flowing* 4” sewer CARV [ 54-swg ]    2,560    1,199 

Body    

 Manufactured in 316 SS or 304 SS   

 Compact, tubular all stainless steel body   

 Dirt inhibitor screen   

Floats     

 Hollow direct-acting  flat float design   

 Solid Nozzle Floats   

 Solid Large Orifice Floats   

Internals    

 Stainless steel nozzle   

 Nitrile rubber seals   

 Integral anti-surge orifice mechanism   

Flanges    

 Intake orifice diameter shall be equal to or   

 Stainless steel hardware    

 Over pressure protection gaskets    

Testing     

 Minimum sealing pressure of  0 psi       

 No deformation, leaking or damage at 150%   

 No deformation, leaking or damage at 200%   

VENT-TECH 

More than  

“or EQUAL” 

*Using the same test procedures & conditions 
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